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The second title in the Crummel &amp; Fussel picture book
series is about strangers and preconceptions, as the two
young wooly pigs suddenly find themselves surrounded by
a herd of unfamiliar creatures. At first they are nervous,
then they try to fit in, and in the end find the best solution
is to just be themselves.
CONTENT

THE ILLUSTRATOR

When the two Mangalica pigs Crummel and Fussel wake up
from their nap, they find themselves in the midst of a herd
of other wooly creatures. Who are they? They must be
dangerous! To avoid drawing attention to themselves, they
act just like the other animals, eating grass and saying
“baaaaah”. But when they discover a glorious, wet mud
puddle they can’t resist the temptation: a pig has to do
what a pig has to do! The sheep immediately recognize
them and call them “filthy, disgusting pigs”. Crummel and
Fussel are naturally outraged by those words, and an
altercation ensues. The drama takes a gentle turn when the
chief sheep gets sprayed with mud and the others find it
funny – soon all the wooly animals are having a big mud
party! Sometimes sheep can be pigs, too!

Joëlle Tourlonias, born in 1985 in Hanau, Germany, earned
her degree in visual communication with concentrations in
illustration and painting at the Bauhaus University of
Weimar. Since 2009 she has been a freelancer, and currently
lives, draws and paints in Düsseldorf.

THE AUTHOR
Judith Allert was born in 1982 and studied modern German
literature in Bayreuth, where she also published her first
children’s books. In 2009 she completed her master’s thesis
on the topic of fantasy writing for children and teens, and
she has been a freelance author ever since. Today the
author lives on an old farm with her husband, dogs, cats,
horses, hens, and wooly pigs.
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